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User Case Study: KCI Technologies
Today, with GPS and mobile technology, we can understand that knowing the relative position
of points of interest and objects makes for faster and more confident decisions. This includes
both day-to-day activities and professional services. Construction and Engineering firms have
long been asking these all important questions:
•Can we leverage GPS and mobile
technology to easily access and view critical
information in order to improve all of our
business processes and workflows and comply
with subsurface utility engineering (SUE)
mapping standards like ASCE 38-02?
•Can this technology also be used to survey,
locate, and document the precise location
and depth of existing buried utilities to identify
any discrepancies and reduce damages
that often occur during ground-breaking
activities?
• What if this modern mobile utility mapping
solution could be used to more precisely
collect, monitor, and visualize other critical
infrastructure?
•How much efficiency could be gained by
connecting data collected in the field to
other systems of record like ERP, GIS, and CAD
systems in real-time to improve all aspects of
asset management business processes?
This Case study paper reviews KCI’s implementation of a new utility mapping solution, utilizing
existing hardware to see how the following workflows were resolved:
1. Utility mapping
2. Data Capture and Record Keeping
3. Field Sketches to Office Visualization
Additionally, this paper will discuss how KCI and ProStar went from pilot project to adoption to
required solution based on verified accuracy, ease of use, and reduction in field time and costs.
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Rationale
KCI adopted PointMan after conducting research into acquiring a system designed to
effectively capture field sketches. Typically, field notes were either hand-drawn sketches or
were drawn using MicroStation or AutoCAD drafting tools, all based on visual field references.
Best practices in SUE would entail the ability to capture accurate GPS locations and be able to
capture accuracy and position metadata from locators and GPS devices. The additional ability
to add point vertices and other features in PointMan would save time and effort for both field
and office efforts.
Creating field sketches prior to PointMan took a long period of time; six hours of field work with
an additional two hours of data analysis and recording afterward. The use of the custom data
dictionary in PointMan and real-time data collection within PointMan allows for quicker and
more reliable data capture as well as faster, more accurate record keeping. PointMan allows
an increase to 7 ½ hour field productivity per day, which adds an additional 1 ½ hours field
productivity to each field day. Over the course of a smaller 6-month project and a conservative
estimate of 20 field days per month, an extra 1.5 hours to each field day’s productivity gives 120
hours over 6 months. Using a contractor cost of $65/hour for an experienced field technician
and equipment would return a productivity gain of $7,800 over the 6 months for each locate
field crew.
Having a field data repository is a very significant asset. The ability to look back through previous
projects and data and compare data with future requirements for projects that may be
continued later, saves clients money and gives them a reliable dataset. This is a significant asset
and coming from a service driven company as well as an indicator of the importance of the
quality of data and efficiency.
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Enriching field data collection and utility mapping with a real-time and
precision mobile application

Laptop displaying PointMan Pro (left), Vivax EM Locate tool (middle), Android phone displaying PointMan application (right)

ProStar and KCI implemented a modern cloud and mobile utility mapping solution to meet their
requirements to improve the collection, storage, and visualization of utilities buried along on
project and to provide the ability to provide a real-time automated bi-directional exchange
of data between the field data collection devices and KCI’s existing GIS and CAD. A key
requirement was to support Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) business practices and meet
ASCE 38 data collection standards during construction, repair, or maintenance activities. Part
of this requirement was for the solution’s mobile application to be compatible with a wide
variety of survey data collection devices and GPS/GNSS receivers. The solution also needed
to be flexible enough to support client specific workflows, allow for attributing and editing the
data collected, displaying the data, and support the addition of data layers and attributes from
various external source systems such as 811 call centers. Success criteria included ease of use,
ability to integrate with existing systems, provide offline and online field data collection, survey
quality data, ease in comparing/validating existing vs. new data, and finally, any other relevant
criteria determined during the solution’s setup, implementation, and testing.
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To meet these requirements, the cloud and mobile geospatial solution provided by ProStar was
selected. The ProStar Solution consists of two highly integrated commercial software products. A
desktop application called PointMan® that is offered on the cloud and used to manage and
display the data, and a mobile data collection and display application. PointMan provides
the ability to communicate and share data in real-time with both internal and external
business or spatial source systems such as GIS and CAD applications, in addition to being fully
integrated with the PointMan mobile data collection app. Any data imported by PointMan
can be displayed, searched for, sorted, filtered, and shared on both the desktop and mobile
applications. PointMan is also able to export data collected in the field to external systems
and can work completely offline and then sync when cellular or Wi-Fi connectivity is available.
PointMan can run on any Android or iOS device and can be coupled via Bluetooth to an
external GPS/GNSS receiver to allow the user to capture and record in real-time mapping grade
or survey-grade data.
During the implementation, a comparison of data quality, accuracy, and ease of use was
made by running the ProStar data collection processes in parallel with Trimble hardware and
software solutions. Select contractors and field workers were asked to use GPS/GNSS receivers
as well as Tablets running Android OS to evaluate ProStar’s PointMan software solutions to
collect, store and visualize utility information. The project also looked at the integration with
multiple survey data collectors, real-time automated import/export of data, workflows,
attributing and editing data, displaying data in CAD, and the addition of other data layers.
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Integration of Trimble Receivers into PointMan Many of ProStar’s clients are already embedded
into the Trimble ecosystem and integration of the Trimble positioning systems allows users to
leverage a common hardware positioning source with PointMan, which provides a more futureproof solution. The ability to integrate high-end receivers will enable clients to leverage existing
hardware investments and allows them to seamlessly embed ProStar’s software solutions within
their organizations. The initial integrations with Trimble allowed for a starting point, but future
integrations with the Trimble Precision Software Development Kit (TPSDK) will enable more
efficiency and trust within various industries serviced by ProStar.
PointMan includes tools and features for survey, photo, sketch, and form creation workflows.
In order to utilize Trimble tools inside the data collector, there are two connections needed for
Trimble receivers to bring location data into PointMan:
• Bluetooth is standard for all tools
• A Wi-Fi connection is required for receivers such as the R10 and SPS985.
Bluetooth connections work out of the box, but PointMan needs to know what data to pull
through the Bluetooth connection. For this effort, an understanding of the Bluetooth protocol is
necessary. For PointMan purposes, we are concerned with the messages inside the NMEA 0183
strings. Our process involves decoding the NMEA message string, parsing out each field, and
saving it as a feature attribute in PointMan. PointMan can also implement the Trimble Precision
SDK (TPSDK) so that Wi-Fi connections are not necessary to set up the NMEA string through the
receiver’s admin page. The TPSDK allows native connection of Trimble receivers to PointMan. In
addition, the TPSDK enables the decoding of the more enriched data streams from the higher
precision receivers (R2 & R10 and future models) that contain information on the position errors,
which allows a detailed statistical analysis of the accuracy and precision.

Findings - ProStar Solution integrated with backend
GIS and CAD
The implementation of the ProStar Solution resulted in several
findings. Specifically, it was determined that PointMan provides
the ability to draw survey-grade lines while in the field and
eliminate the need for post-processing in the office. The
PointMan applications provided full mobile capabilities, which
may be used in real-time from the office or from the field.
Clients may leverage their existing GIS databases in the system
for reference. The applications provide the ability to easily
attribute the utilities while in the field. The PointMan application
provided the users with the ability to use existing Trimble GPS
receivers and other brand name GPS receivers, to collect the
survey-grade data.
Provide a utility database that can be
sent to the client as a final as-built – saves
projects from redlining plan sheets.
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It was proven that real-time precision data collection and sharing of geospatial data amongst
all users provided better business decisions and reduced delays and costs associated with
construction projects. Better data quality serves the intent of identifying areas of conflict to
prohibit catastrophic accidents, disruption of services, and project slowdowns that result from a
lack of adequate utility data and delays in the delivery of programs.

ProStar’s Solution Integrated with businessdata processes
Until now, there has been a lack of integration between client GIS systems and large external
systems like those used by the State 811 One Call Centers. Processes to tie into One Call centers
have not fully used the integration of spatial data to help people work more efficiently.
The ProStar solution is a cloud-based software that allows KCI to meet ASCE 38-02 standards (or
its next iteration) for all electronically captured data.

Damage Prevention - 811 location services process
In the case of the 811-location services process, the client wanted to integrate the 811 data
source with the ProStar Solution to gather as much information about the One Call tickets while
in the field with standardized documentation and geospatially accurate photos with sketches.
Clients wanted to be able to view both contractor and owner tickets from a single source
system to make sure that the area was clear prior to excavation. New Colorado laws (see
Senate Bill 18-167) require that utility owners to be able to show progress and documentation
with sketches and photos.
When you don’t locate all the underground utilities before you dig, the cost can be high. A 2016
study (“What Do Utility Strikes Really Cost?” ) from the University of Birmingham, UK, School of
Civil Engineering attempts to quantify the total, or true, costs of utility or contractor strikes. The
studyorganizes costs into 3 categories:
1. Direct Costs – the costs to repair the damaged facilities
2. Indirect Costs – the costs to the organizations directly affected by the outage. For 		
example, if a communications line is cut, the owner of that line cannot charge for payper-view viewings of a live sporting event. That lost revenue would be an indirect cost
of the damage to the underground infrastructure.
3. Social Costs – the costs to the larger community affected by the outage and affected
by the repairs. If a water main is damaged, the restaurants relying on that water source
cannot operate. Those businesses lose revenue, their employees lose wages, and the
places that the employees would have spent those wages lose revenue. Businesses
whose customers lose access while street repairs are being made also lose revenue.
And their employees, etc. If the damage or the repairs interfere with major traffic
systems, there are losses from time costs to commuters which will have impacts on their
workplaces and personal lives. And damages and repairs will also have environmental
impacts.
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The report examines 16 case studies and employs a model developed to understand these total
costs. The “average” ratio of direct-to-total costs in this technical paper is 29:1. To put that in
perspective, if that average rate is correct for your situation, if your direct repair costs are $5,000
USD, the total costs would be $145,000.

Results
Damage Prevention - 811 location services process
All parties in the One Call (811 or “Call before you dig”) process benefited from the use of the
ProStar solution. Primarily the field workers can see an accurate depiction of the One Call ticket
boundary displayed in a map on their computer and mobile device screens allowing them to
visualize the location and extent of the dig site and view the details relating to the ticket. These
details include the work type, excavator, caller and contact information, etc.
They can see the dig site overlain on their assets in the map view and decide if the dig site
proximity will dictate that they will need to arrange for a locate technician to visit the site,
locate, and designate the buried infrastructure, or if they are able to give the excavator a
“clear”.

Dig permit forms are auto-filled based on One Call ticket data and location.
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Why choose ProStar for Geospatial Enablement?
ProStar solutions offer a complete software package for the storage, transfer, manipulation, and
reporting for utility, railroad, and One Call data. It includes PointMan®, a GPS-centric mobile
software application that enables field personnel to capture precise cable and pipe locating
data from an Android or iOS mobile device. It captures precision location points and pedigreed
‘metadata’ associated with those points, including, forms, photos, and sketches. Using ProStar’s
patented processes, PointMan captures, binds, and submits the precision data to the PointMan
platform in real-time.
• Improve the special accuracy of One Call data.
• More accurate GIS data reduces delays and costs
for construction projects.
• Better data quality serves the intent of identifying
conflict matrixes to prohibit catastrophic
accidents, disruption of services, and project
slowdowns because of lack of adequate utility
data.
• ProStar’s software includes the migration and
sharing of data with GIS and CAD environments.
• Use maps as a communication platform,
presenting data across multiple departments on a
single view and contextualizing the location and
spatial relationships.
• Avoid the time-intensive data reconciliation
between GIS and One Call.
• ProStar Solution can be deployed without
disrupting GIS Operations.
• Support better decision making and increased
efficiency by interacting with data from the field.

Value And Cost Reduction
•R
 educe “line strikes” and improve safety through visual layout and geospatial
referencing of existing utilities.
• Provide dynamic “Data Tables” and “e-forms” to improve data integrity and save time.
• Keep project crews up to date and informed of changes in the field in “real-time”.
• Real-time documentation of “as-found” and “as-built” utility designating.
• Point or line “Staking” - provides location, distance, accuracy and “cut or fill”.
• Live editing and abandonment functions - User can edit in the field – eliminates the
need for additional CAD work or red lines.
• Provide a utility data base that can be provided to the client as a final as-build – saves
projects from red lining plan sheets.
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Learn More
PointMan - https://pointman.com/pointman-tutorials/
How to Videos - https://support.prostarcorp.com/index.php?title=Help_Videos
Email: support@prostarcorp.com
Phone: 1.970.683.5530

“PointMan delivers to KCI a more efficient workflow process, trusted
data quality and precision, and it is also, by far, the easiest I have
ever used when compared to any of the other major mobile GIS
solutions on the market.”
					- J
 oseph

Porter
					 National SUE Training and Quality Control Manager
					 KCI
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